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Indestructibles Baby Peekaboo
Read Pop-up Peekaboo! Colours with your baby for
a bundle of bright surprisesYour baby will love the
bright photographs and 5 fun pop-out surprises from
Pop-up Peekaboo! Colour. Four toys have different
favourite colours, and each one is looking for their
friend. Teddy is searching for Yellow Ducky, who
pops out of a yellow watering can. But where is
Rabbit's friend, Blue Dragonfly, hiding? Open Pop-up
Peekaboo! Colours to find out. Perfect for reading
aloud and encouraging early word recognition, your
baby will love the new pop-outs in this awardwinning series. Pop-up Peekaboo! Colours is also
great for developing imagination, early-thinking and
memory skills.
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are
so many ways to show your love to baby! Share the
love on each spread with simple text prompts and
adorable illustrations of baby animals and their
families, from cats to bears to bunnies. With over two
million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books
built for the way babies read. They are 100 percent
baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies can throw at
it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could.
They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just
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throw them in the dishwasher.
Shares illustrations of familiar foods, toys, and
vehicles with readers.
Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s
Indestructible! Indestructibles is the trusted series for
easing little ones into story time. Beloved by babies
and their parents, Indestructibles are built for the
way babies “read” (i.e. with their hands and mouths)
and are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tightwoven material Waterproof—can be chewed on,
drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy
Tool—bright pictures and few or no words encourage
dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go
anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for travel
Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety standards Row,
Row, Row Your Boat celebrates the sweetness of
father-child relationships—and introduces baby to a
favorite song and the concepts of rhythm and rhyme.
Presents brightly colored illustrations of jungle
animals.
Built for the way babies read. Sweet, soothing
books, uniquely designed for safety and
convenience, Indestructibles are printed on
lightweight, nontoxic paper material, easy to clean
(even dishwasher safe), and 100% chew, rip, bend,
and drool proof. Busy City introduces babies to the
bustling city, with lots of sights and sounds to
experience on every page. Delightful for babies to
page through on their own or with Mom or Dad or an
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older sibling, this books, with its bright pictures and
minimal text, is ideal for expecting parents, baby
showers, or as a welcome-home gifts for a newborn.
Count with farm animals in a book that’s
indestructible. Find the numbers and say the
rhyme—all the way up way up to ten! Count the
animals—one, two, three! See how many ponies
neigh and how many puppies play! Indestructibles is
the trusted series for easing little ones into story
time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read”
(i.e., with their hands and mouths) and are: Rip
Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven material
Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and
washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures and
few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect
for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for
Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies
read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof,
rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything
babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor— Indestructibles are the little books
that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get
dirty, just throw them in the washing machine or
dishwasher. Baby Faces features baby’s favorite
thing: pictures of other babies. It’s a book for
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parents and children to share together the many
moods of a baby.
Beach Baby is the perfect beach book for baby,
telling the sweet story of baby’s day at the
beach—and it’s sand-proof, waterproof, and
sunscreen-proof, too. With two million copies in print,
Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies
read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof,
rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything
babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books
that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get
dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher or rinse them
in the sink.
Books babies can really sink their gums into!
INDESTRUCTIBLES are built for the way babies
"read": with their hands and mouths.
INDESTRUCTIBLES won't rip or tear and are 100%
washable. They're made for baby to hold, grab,
chew, pull, and bend. What green vegetable looks
like a tree? Broccoli! Can you find a fruit that's small
and yellow? Lemon! Can you pick out two berries so
red and sweet? Raspberry and strawberry! Explore a
rainbow of delicious foods in a book that's
INDESTRUCTIBLE. Also available in bilingual
English-Spanish.
My Puppy's Baby Book is a "baby book" for children
to record their puppy's arrival in the family,
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milestones and other special puppy occasions, while
also showcasing favorite photographs and other
mementos. This delightful record book features a
padded front case and the charming illustrations of
Wendy Straw.
Jingle Baby is the perfect stocking stuffer or gift for
baby’s first Christmas. The tree, the decorations, the
gingerbread house, the gathering of family and
friends—it’s a lovely story of sharing holiday
traditions. And this book holds up to even the
stickiest of candy-caned fingers: It’s 100 percent
baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies can throw at
it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could.
And if they get dirty, just throw them in the
dishwasher or rinse them in the sink. With more than
two million copies in print, Indestructibles are the
books built for the way babies read.
Babies can lift the big flaps and play peekaboo in
this board book title with a mirror at the end.
It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are
innovative books built for the way babies read.
Printed on a unique, nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies throw at them,
Indestructibles are rip proof, chew proof, drool proof
and gum proof. They’re 100% baby safe—and
they’re washable. When a book gets dirty, just throw
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it in the dishwasher or washing machine, and voilà,
the book is back and ready for more. Featuring the
second set of titles by Kate Merritt, whose distinctive
and colorful collage illustrations are as adorable to
parents as they are to babies, here is a new
Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby
Peekaboo celebrates the favorite playtime game
while teaching the concept of object permanence.
“Who’s hiding behind the toys? Peekaboo! It’s
Puppy!” Simple, engaging text encourages language
development, and each spread is filled with sweet
details.
Now selling a million copies a year,
INDESTRUCTIBLES is the runaway little series that
could! Printed on a special nontoxic, 100%
washable, paperlike, recyclable material that is rip
proof, chew proof, and drool proof, they are books
designed for the way babies read—with their mouths!
Let’s Be Kind encourages kindness by introducing
words and phrases like please, thank you, and I’m
sorry in a warm, familial setting.
INDESTRUCTIBLES’ text is simple and engaging,
and the bold, bright illustrations hold baby’s
attention. Priced at just $5.95, these books are such
a great value, parents will want to collect them all.
Where's baby's nose? There it is! Baby Touch Your
Nose is an adorable board book with crystal-clear
photos, read-aloud text, and an extra-special twinkle
on every page. The glittery tactile finger trails
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encourage pre-writing and fine motor skills, and the
sturdy book pages are perfect for small baby hands.
Baby Touch Your Nose engages young babies in
early learning skills with singsong rhymes and bright,
colorful pages.
Perfect for sharing with your baby. Explore the touch-and-feel
mummies, then look out for the special mummy at the end!
Announcing a brand new idea in publishing books for babies:
the completely durable, completely safe Indestructibles.
Published on the same paper-like material used in shipping
envelopes, Indestructibles are 100% baby-proof: chew-proof,
drool-proof, and rip-proof. That's because Indestructibles not
only will not tear or turn gummy with teething, but they are
also completely washable. Indestructibles are also energetic,
beautiful, and created just for baby. The printing material
reproduces color artwork with uncommon depth, and with no
residual inkiness; the artwork, paintings by Kaaren Pixton and
reminiscent of Eric Carle, is happy, each page a simple,
colorful image of an animal or bird or insect against a rich,
textured background. The effect is 3D-like and completely
visual. There are no words, making each perfect for parents
and babies to look at together, with mom or dad telling the
story. Three titles launch the series: Creep! Crawl! about
animals that crawl, Flutter! Fly! about animals that fly, and
Wiggle! March! about farm animals—books babies can really
sink their teeth into.
A wordless version of the classic children's song.
Now babies can learn all about the things that go in a book
that's indestructible. With call-out identifications on each
spread, Things That Go! is a vibrant introduction to those
irresistible vehicles that fly, drive, sail, dig, lift, dump, and
more. With almost two million copies in print, Indestructibles
are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100
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percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up
to anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could.
They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in
the wash.
A wonderful first lift-the-flap book - Peekaboo Moon from
LadybirdPeekaboo Moon is a lovely first lift-the-flap book for
babies and young toddlers. Turn each page to find a baby
hidden under a flap shaped like a toy or teddy. The sweet,
rhyming text is ideal for reading at bedtime, as it is all about
sleepy babies. There is a mirror at the back of the book, so
baby can have the enjoyment of finding themselves in the
picture! The classic game of peekaboo is brought to life in this
gorgeous book, perfect as a gift for babies and young
children.Ladybird publishes the very best books for babies
and toddlers - colourful and engaging, they encourage early
interaction with books and the wider world. Watch your little
one have fun and learn with Ladybird from their very first book
until they start school.
See the baby? What's baby's name? Say . . . BABY. How can
we help our smallest readers go from baby babble to
pronouncing everyday words? The Baby Babble Series will
gently encourage babies and toddlers to use their first words
and sounds as building blocks for new vocabulary. The first
book in this series introduces the "B" sound with words like
book, blanket, and bye bye. Filled with mirrors, textured
material, and flaps, this interactive board book invites babies
to touch and feel each new word, providing kinesthetic,
visual, and auditory sensory experiences that will develop
their language skills and delight their hands, eyes, and ears
with every turn of the page.
Babies love baby animals, and now they can learn all about
them in a book that's indestructible. This charmingly
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illustrated menagerie includes some of the fuzziest, wuzziest,
cuddliest, and cutest babies in the animal kingdom. With over
two million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built
for the way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof,
chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies
can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re
indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in the
dishwasher.
Enjoy the wonders of nature in a book that’s indestructible!
Look up at the BIG BLUE sky. SPLISH in the water just like a
fish. Take a walk and STRETCH like tall, tall trees.
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones into
story time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with
their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultradurable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on,
drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright
pictures and few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for the
diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety
standards

A new addition to the bestselling Indestructibles line of
drool-proof, rip-proof, washable books for babies: The
beloved song "If You're Happy and You Know It" makes
read-aloud time into a fun and interactive session of
clapping, stomping, and more!
A new addition to the bestselling Indestructibles line of
drool-proof, rip-proof, washable books for babies: The
beloved nursery rhyme "This Little Piggy" is sure to get
babies' toes wiggling!
Hooray! Introducing two adorable additions to the
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unstoppable INDESTRUCTIBLES series: All Year
Round: A Book of Seasons and Big and Little: A Book of
Opposites. Babies and their parents can’t get enough of
the innovative INDESTRUCTIBLES format, now boasting
41 titles and 6.3 million copies in print. Published on a
unique, paperlike material that is 100% rip proof, chew
proof, nontoxic, and completely washable, these books
are designed for the way babies “read”—with their
mouths!—and hold up to round after round of chewing,
gumming, drooling, pulling, and bending. When they do
get dirty, no problem. Parents just have to rinse them off
or throw them in the dishwasher to restore them to their
clean condition. Big and Little is a charming book of
opposites: Baby is little. Doggie is big. Baby is sad. Baby
is happy. Baby is awake. Baby is asleep. Shhh . . .
Carolina Búzio’s illustrations are charming and brightly
colored; the simple and engaging text is a delight to read
aloud and designed to promote language development.
Priced at just $5.95 each, All Year Round and Big and
Little belong on every baby’s bookshelf.
Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s Indestructible!
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones
into story time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e.,
with their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made
of ultra-durable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be
chewed on, drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy
Tool—bright pictures and few or no words encourage
dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go
anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for travel Safe
for Baby—meets ASTM safety standards Twinkle,
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Twinkle, Little Star is a soothing bedtime readaloud,
introducing baby to a favorite song and the concepts of
rhythm and rhyme.
Mommy and her little ones are settling in for story time,
and this time it’s the biblical story of Easter that she’s
telling. As the youngsters hear God’s tale unfold with its
sometimes somber notes about sin and death, they are
softly and continually reminded, “But Easter is coming!”
By the end of the book, the anticipation has built and the
children can celebrate the ending and the glory of Easter
Sunday. In a time when children’s Easter excitement
often focuses on only egg hunts and candy, this book
offers a different—and true—reason for joy and
expectancy. It's designed to be read and reread on the
days leading up to Easter, telling the greatest story and
building a sense of anticipation and celebration in little
hearts. Go to bhkids.com to find this book's Parent
Connection, an easy tool to help moms and dads (or
anyone else who loves kids) discuss the book's message
with their child. We're all about connecting parents and
kids to each other and to God's Word.
Peekaboo Baby!is a lovely first lift-the-flap book for
babies and young toddlers. Turn each page to find a
baby hidden under a shaped flap. Read the funny,
rhyming text and look for the hidden face. There is a
mirror on the last page, so baby can have the excitement
of finding themselves in the picture! The classic game of
peekaboo is brought to life in this gorgeous book, perfect
as a gift for babies and young children.
The sky is blue—and so are blueberries! Tomatoes are
red, just like ladybugs and stop signs! Flowers and
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giraffes are yellow—school buses, too! See all the colors
in a book that’s indestructible! Indestructibles is the
trusted series for easing little ones into story time.
Beloved by babies and their parents, Indestructibles are
built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with their hands and
mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tightwoven material Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled
on, and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures
and few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for
the diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM
safety standards
This fourth book in the empowerment series celebrates
the feats of growing out of toddlerhood with courage and
success. Whether it’s petting a dog or waving good-bye
to a parent, Krensky and Gillingham address the “small
wins” of growing just a little bit braver. Young children
and their parents will revel in the encouraging text and
the vintage screen-print-style illustrations. Praise for I Am
So Brave STARRED REVIEWS "Gillingham's distinctive
graphics, with their weathered retro aesthetic, and
consistent positive reinforcement throughout make this
outing another winner." --Publishers Weekly, starred
review "A comforting celebration of everyday courage
with lots of charm to boot." --Kirkus Reviews, starred
review "Cheery and empowering, this simple story
should resonate with tots everywhere." --Booklist Award:
NAPPA Honors Winner
Little elephant, let's get clean. Splash! Lion cub is messy,
too. Lick, Lick! Now it's your turn, baby. Yay, bubbles!
Learn all about bath time in a book that's
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INDESTRUCTIBLE. Indestructibles is the trusted series
for easing little ones into storytime. Beloved by babies
and their parents, Indestructibles are built for the way
babies “read” (i.e., with their hands and mouths) and
are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven
material Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and
washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures and few
or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for
the diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM
safety standards
It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are
innovative books built for the way babies read. Printed
on a unique, nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to
anything babies throw at them, Indestructibles are rip
proof, chew proof, drool proof and gum proof. They’re
100% baby safe—and they’re washable. When a book
gets dirty, just throw it in the dishwasher or washing
machine, and voilà, the book is back and ready for more.
Featuring the second set of titles by Kate Merritt, whose
distinctive and colorful collage illustrations are as
adorable to parents as they are to babies, here is a new
Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby NightNight makes the bedtime ritual—putting on pajamas,
reading a story, and the good-night kiss—a special time
for parents and children. Simple, engaging text
encourages language development, and each spread is
filled with sweet details.
The reader can look through die-cut pages for a visual
clue to complete a game of peek-a-boo. Full color
illustrations plus a mylar mirror. 11 spreads.
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Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s Indestructible!
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones
into story time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e.,
with their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made
of ultra-durable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be
chewed on, drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy
Tool—bright pictures and few or no words encourage
dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go
anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for travel Safe
for Baby—meets ASTM safety standards In The Itsy Bitsy
Spider, a small arachnid shows the power of
perseverance—and baby is introduced to a favorite song
and the concepts of rhythm and rhyme.
Welcome, baby! We’re so happy you’re home.
Welcome, Baby captures the joy of welcoming a
newborn into the family. Full-color illustrations by
Stephan Lomp show baby being cradled for the first time,
or baby meeting the family pet. With over two million
copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built for the
way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chewproof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything
babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that
could. They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just
throw them in the dishwasher.
The simple delights in baby's natural world--a bird, a fish,
a leaf, a snowflake, a raindrop--are celebrated in the
traditional Japanese poetic form, the haiku, in a little
board book with tabs.
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The legendary Caldecott Honor and Coretta Scott King
Award-winning author and illustrator John Steptoe
shares the story of a baby who desperately wants to get
his older brother’s attention. Spare text and lively
illustrations tell the story of two brothers at opposite ends
of a room. The older brother plays with blocks on the
floor, while a curious baby boy watches intently from his
crib. After repeatedly trying to get his big brother’s
attention, Baby finally gets what he wants—but not before
a few silly, giggle-inducing incidents occur! This classic
sibling story continues to entrance.
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